Methods

Materials and Equipment.
Glass was used as a substrate and its surface was coated with black permanent ink (Staedtler, Germany) diluted in ethanol. An Nd:YAG laser was operated at 532 nm and 210 mJ. A spectrometer (resolution ~0.1-100 nm FWHM) and a broadband light source (450-1100 nm) were purchased from Ocean Optics for optical measurements. COMSOL Multiphysics (v5.1), and MATLAB (MathWorks, v8.1) were used for finite element simulations and data processing, respectively. The laser-induced surface patterning process in the ink film can be explained by the interference phenomenon. 1 An arbitrary incident wave (reference beam) is:
Sample Preparation
The reflected wave (object beam) from the mirror in the opposite direction is:
The interference wave formed in the ink film is:
The minimum intensity of the interference wave occurs at out of phase condition (waves are maximum in opposite direction, red bars in Figure S2c ) and create destructive interference regions (nodes in the standing wave). Therefore, surface patterns formed in the ink film consist of ablated and non-ablated regions. Patterned structure also depends on laser properties and structural parameters. Additionally, the absorption spectrum of the ink films was measured ( Figure S2d ). Three samples were prepared and they had differences in the absorption due to thickness variation. However, the absorption range (400-900 nm) of the ink allows ablation with red (632 nm), green (532 nm) and blue (492 nm) laser beams.
Simulation of Ink-Based Diffraction Grating. The diffraction simulations of the ink grating
were performed with finite element based COMSOL Multiphysics software. 2, 3 The structure of the grating was considered as hemispherical with a complex refractive index (n=1.6+1.6j). Figure S3b shows the diffraction intensity as a function of the incident wavelength (red, green, and blue). The light diffracted to the larger angles as the reader wavelength increased. The red light diffracted to maximum (38°) and minimum (30°) angles for the blue light, obeying the grating formula. The maximum optical intensity was obtained with green light (32°). This is due to the reason that green light (λ=532 nm) was considered during modeling for the grating spacing, = 1027 nm with a tilt angle, =20°. Figure S3c shows the electric field intensity   distribution with incident wavelength variation ( Figure S3b ).
To evaluate the optical phenomenon during grating formation, computation modeling has been performed as a function of inference angle (tilt) with MATLAB ( Figure S3d ). The recording medium was considered ~30 μm for the model. The grating was formed in the ink layer due to constructive and destructive interference of incident and reflected beams as well as the light reflected from ink-air (or glass substrate) interface. The interference pattern was mainly due the superposition of the two distinct plane waves: the incident wave and the reflected wave from the plane mirror. The simulation results showed that the grating spacing decreased as the tilt angle increased from the surface plane, which was in agreement with the experiment results.
